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Read. Think. Sing. October 2023

October Eventsapalooza!

Hi book peeps,

Oy vey, so as you may be able to tell,
we're back to Constant Contact for our
email newsletter, which turned out to be
worth the expense for an easier to design
and better looking newsletter.

On to our October events preview!

I feel like I say that every month is jam-
packed with events, but this October
really is. Events at Bel Canto Books

We're hosting book launches for author/illustrator Susie Yi and the FOREVERMORE
Filipina romance anthology, a virtual event with Mia P. Manansala, Cindy Fazzi, and
Jamie Lee Sogn, plus Liwanag Lit Fest returns on October 21st with 16 Filipinx
authors in our lineup. Plus we're offering a sneak peek at two incredible November
events, with bestselling author Angie Kim on November 1st, and the Design + Grow
dual release celebration with Agatha Isabel and Karen Nepacena on November 5th.

We hope to see you in person and online next month!

Read on!

Jhoanna
Owner + Head Booknerd
BEL CANTO BOOKS
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Library! Signed event books are available for shipping to anywhere in the US - and
they make great holiday gifts.

Click on the graphics or buttons below to learn more about October events and RSVP!

10/4 Susie Yi + Shiho
Pate

10/8 FOREVERMORE
Launch

10/10 FilAm Women
Writers

10/21 Liwanag Lit Fest 11/1 Angie Kim + Elise
Hu

11/5 Design + Grow
Event
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